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Hello, our dear SSe riganianS!

PleaSe welcome tHe firSt inSider iSSue tHiS year. tHiS 
time it iS full of long articleS written by a record 
amount of PeoPle! many tHankS to all wHo HelPed 
uS, and we HoPe tHat you will definitely join uS in 
preparing our next issuе! :) as for us, the insiders, 
we are alwayS ready to Hear your SuggeStionS. 

by now tHe introductory courSeS for y1S Have 
almoSt finiSHed, but remember - life iSn’t going to be 
eaSier in tHe future! So take tHe advantage of tHe 
free time you have: meet friends, party, do sports, 
read bookS... and, of courSe, browSe tHrougH tHe 
insider ’s pages from time to time ;) Believe us, all 
y2S are envying you becauSe Soon you are going to 
meet one of tHe moSt intereSting SSe riga lecturerS, 
and tHen you will get to know your real budget 
constraint :) as the message on our cover suggests, 
it iS better to be PrePared for tHe lecture ....

tHat ’S all by now, 

yourS, 

tHe inSiderS

morten’S column
your favourite belaruSSian will 
Soon be back…
it ’S a little bit boring to be my kind of economiSt at tHe moment. i mean , tHiS weekend (at 
the time of writing the weekend of 18-19 septemBer) the estonians will host a high-level 
conference on tHe iSSue of euro cHangeover. jean-claude tricHet, tHe ecb boSS will be 
tHere and we know tHat eStonian central bankerS will be grinning from ear to ear. all 
fine, no ProblemS i .e . booooring…….

you can’t even rely on tHe latvianS to Provide Some doom and gloom at tHe moment – tHe 
latvian government HaS followed tHe Plan tHat waS agreed witH tHe imf and eu and 
financial markets are rewarding the country for that: latvia has Been aBle to sell t-Bills 
at low intereSt rateS and tHe rating agency fitcH HaS cHanged tHe country outlook from 
negative to Stable . Prudent and wiSe economicS, all very fine, but booooring…….

litHuania? PHHHH….

so what is a grumpy economist to do??? ah – light at the end of the tunnel : i see that 
19 october iS not So far away – time again to SwitcH identity to my alter ego, alexander 
grigoryevicH l……

year 2 and 3: have a great semester! year 1: welcome to micro and see you soon!
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wHat ’S new?
newS from tHe organizationS

It is our pleasure to meet 43 new iFunders this year. 
Currently iFund is working with a number of major 
financial institutions and foundations, as well as the 
alumni network in order to make Investment Game 
2011 greater than ever. We are also planning how to 
make the revival of our portfolio happen, so that we 
could truly invest ourselves. In the upcoming weeks 
first seminars on financial markets will take place; 
they are mostly devoted to Y1 students, but Y2s are 
also very welcome to come. 

Investment Fund

Days of Opportunities 2011 Organizing team has 
been fully formed!

This year competition was especially tough as a 
record number of 26 Y1 students were willing to take 
part in organizing our annual career fair. We are 
more than happy to announce the selected team:

Junior Latvian Coordinators: Anastasija Vasiļevska, 
Baiba Lokenbaha, Andrejs Birjukovs;

Junior Lithuanian Coordinators: Justina Juškaitė, 
Rasa Girtaviciute, Daina Gailiušaitė;

Junior Estonian Coordinator: Meelis Tara;

Junior Media Coordinator:  Laura Zauere.

The Days of Opportunities 2011 event will take place 
on April 8th, 2011. The organizing team has already 
started working to make DoO’11 truly remarkable!

Days of Opportunities

Greetings, ladies and gentlemen! SSE Riga Debate 
Society is happy to announce the new season of 
debating, and it’s our great pleasure that so many 
Year 1 students have already attended our sessions. 
This summer has been very productive for us (read 
more about our trip to the Netherlands in this issue), 
and we are willing to share our experience with all 
of you. The schedule is similar to last year’s - two 
sessions every Monday and Thursday, at 5 pm and 
at 7 pm; so far we have been working only with single 
speeches, but we promise that full four-team debates 
will start really soon! Moreover, we are planning to 
make a set of knowledge sessions at 7 pm, each 
devoted to a certain concept and the ways one can 
use it in a debate. Stay tuned!

Debate Society

internSHiP StorieS [Page 7]

claSH of mindS [Page 12]

goSSiP [Page 14]

wHole euroPe for €200 

[Page 16] 

excHange guide [Page 19]

reSt, travel , work, and reSt 

[Page 22]

Hero of tHe montH [Page 24]
introvert vS extrovert [Page 25]
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Hey, guys!

It’s another year, and Charity Club starts operating 
again! You can still catch the last days of school 
books’ donation near Wallenberg’s elevator!

Also, we started looking for new Charity Club 
members. If you have not caught one of our meetings 
but still want to participate in a project, contact us via 
the email Laura.Danberga@sseriga.edu.lv .

Additionally, we still have our blog and twitter account 
running: http://ssercharityclub.tumblr.com

http://twitter.com/ssercharityclub

See you soon!

Your Charity Club

Charity Club

On September 14th during the general meeting 
On September 14th, during the general meeting 
of Leif Mutén Society, the new board was elected. 
This year, unlike the previous one, a competition 
was present, and all candidates gave decent 
presentations, thereby making it a tough decision 
for the members of the society. Ilgvars Nātans 
Krauja and Zane Siliņa were elected As the 
President and the Vice-president, respectively. 
The duties of the second vice-president are 
assigned to Paulius Lingys. Zemgus Žagata was 
trusted to fulfill responsibilities of the treasurer. 
Bruno Vāvers from now on will be the PR officer. 
In addition, a change of board election date 
was approved. From this day future LMS board 
elections must take place in May, the following 
year after election.

During the general meeting the success stories 
were shared. Matīss was talking about his summer 
experience in summer school in Washington, 
D.C., his internship in the embassy of Latvia and 
how he met lots of important people, including 
our prime-minister. Zemgus, however, shared his 
impressions about smoky Russia and the infinite 
battle of environmental protectionism.

During the last week of September a successful 
overtaking dinner was held; so let’s congratulate 
the new board and hope that they will continue the 
good traditions of LMS. Also, don’t forget to apply 
for LMS membership. It is easier than it seems. 
Go to www.leifmutensociety.org and follow the 
instructions. The membership fee is 3Ls for 3 
years. Also, follow us on Twitter to find out the 
newest happenings of the society (Leifmuten). 
Good luck in the new study year!

Leif Muten Society

The new Peak Time team is working really-really 
hard on a new project – Junior Peak Time. The main 
concern now is promotion. Things are happening, 
and so far we have received almost 400 applications. 
Despite all difficulties in Estonia, there are still a 
couple of participants and, hopefully, Estonians are 
not that slow as people say.

Fundraising: Dmitrijs Sureņans, Giedrius Jacunskas, 
Justas Ložinskas, Linda Vīksne, Martynas 
Stankevičius, Paulius Jurgutis

Promotion: Anna Aile, Liudvikas Galvanauskas, 
Nadežda Zute, Olga Peškova, Rasa Girtavičiūtė, 
Tatiana Arventi

Event: Aistė Mažulytė, Anda Ķikute, Jeļena Gvardina

Media: still under consideration, but coming soon

We would like to thank all those who applied, and we 
are looking forward to working together with you to 
make Peak Time even more thrilling!

Peak Time

LMS board 2010-2011
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tHe firSt imPreSSion about SSe riga

The first month has passed, giving freshly baked 
Year 1 students a chance to warm their feet and get 
to know SSE Riga from the inside. Coming from 
various Lithuanian, Latvian, and Estonian cities, 
they all had their views on what life in SSE Riga 
will be like, and now it is high time to see whether 
their expectations were correct. A random sample 
of Y1s were asked what they were surprised and 
disappointed to find here, what stereotypes they 
had about SSE Riga, how they liked the Mexican 
party and what student organizations they are 
planning to join.

Firstly, most of the respondents were surprised 
to find out that the environment for studies is 
very good and lecturers are very attentive, while 
the students themselves are very motivated, 
versatile, and practical. Also, many were pleased 
by the conveniences the school provides, namely 
the comfy couches that are often occupied by 
sleeping Lithuanians. Despite interesting lectures, 
almost all students replied that they don’t enjoy 
spending long hours at school and lack some 
exercise. However, there were people who could 
not name a single disappointment during these 
four weeks and are very pleased with what they 
have found here. When asked about stereotypes 
about SSE Riga, most people mentioned those 
related to studies; the most common one was that 

people here study very hard and are very career-
oriented. Yet everyone agreed that this is only partly 
true as people have plenty of time for various clubs, 
activities, and, of course, parties. Speaking of the 
latter, most of Y1s enjoyed the Mexican party yet 
were a bit disappointed by the DJ and said that overall 
the party was not as good as they were expecting. 
As for the extra-curricular activities, PeakTime was 
by far the most popular among Y1s, leaving IFund, 
the Student Association, Debate Society, and Days 
of Opportunities behind. There were also occasional 
mentions of the choir and Business Lab.

So it seems like Y1s are getting used to the life at 
SSE Riga with its pros and cons and are trying to get 
involved into the diverse and fun life of SSE Riga.     

And some food for thought from Year1 students:

Y1s say that SSE Riga is...

...a positively doomed place.

...a place where EBP should be held by A.S.

...a nice place to graduate from.

...the best place to live college life and have the 
most     awesome parties.

...a place which takes your life away and creates 
a totally new one...

Rasa Girtaviciute
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obServationS from newcomerS camP

Every August the most wanted event for newly 
admitted SSE Riganians is surely the Newcomers’ 
Camp. It is a chance to meet your new fellow 
students and experience the very first SSE Riga 
party as a fully accepted member. However, for 
Year 2 students who organize this event it is an 
awesome opportunity to check out the “fresh meat” 
before the rest of the SSE Riga dwellers.

I would like to notice that the students don’t have evil 
intentions, but it is a viable tradition or even a rule 
that freshers should get a dose of mocking before 
entering studies. By the way, they still need to get 
through the baptizing party ceremony...

I’m sure, most of us can still remember when we 
met totally unknown guys who all were thought to 
be as great “geniuses” as you are. Okay, I am not 
talking about Latvian 1st Gymnasium people, who 
just come as a package, but most of the students 
here need to make friends with a bunch of totally 
unknown people.

Fortunately, they got to know each other “closer” 
during a game called “treesome”, where “true 
friendship” flourished not only in usual heterosexual 
couples, but even slopped over some male couples. 
I would take it as a good sign and an indication of 
people who can party without boundaries.

As a representative of the “seamonster”, I can say that 
I was a little bit disappointed with the warm weather 
and the fact that people wore not so many clothes - 
this meant we could not drench as many Y1s as we 
would like to, as they were willingly jumping into the 
water. However, the sad part was not thinking out of 
the box. Many of them missed the part of making fun 
of themselves and, most importantly, going around 
some rules. They still need to learn this quality to 
survive here.

But the good news is that this year’s naked mile 
was a little bit more “flexible” than last year. As 
far as I am informed, three teams surpassed last 
year’s record. I guess every year Y2 students are 
getting better at tutoring the new guys. I hope that 
next year the bar will be raised even higher!

Additionally, they got into their first fight. Skipping 
the fact that this time it was over freshly grilled 
sausages, I guess they pulled it out pretty good. 
At least, no one was injured.

In the evening we had an opportunity to single 
out the next “beer-monster-to-be”. They probably 
took an example from this year’s “hero”, who 
drank 19 beers during the day and by the evening 
was pretty tired. However, he still kept the level 
quite high, and some of the newbies were trying 
to catch up so hard that later they needed to be 
carried to their beds. For example, I was “blessed” 
with two of them and found it quite sad when they 
cried over the fact that they had no place to go to. 
But I am pretty sure that a talent to find a place in 
a bed (usually next to a girl :) will be developed 
during the three years of studies.

Finally, I wanted to stress the fact that the last 
men standing were mostly Y2, and the new 
“party animals” still had to do some catching 
up regarding real partying. However, we all are 
a single community now, and I hope that Y1s 
enjoyed the Newcomers’ Camp as much as the 
organizers did.  Let’s see how this will happen the 
next year. See you then!

Laura Danberga
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internship stories: the internship 
at SSe riga buSineSS lab

Every student faces a situation when he or she 
has to make an important decision - to choose 
a place for internship. Some want to work in the 
office, some want to work at home. Some would 
like to deal with marketing, while others prefer 
accounting. Well why not to have it all?

This summer I’ve got a chance to find out 
what running a small business is all about. I 
was working in a souvenir company Riga Art 
Nouveau Collection, which was based in our 
Business Development Lab. In a team of 3 we 
were trying to introduce to the market new line of 
Art Nouveau souvenirs with some story behind 
them.

Our sales process started at the end of June. 
The main location of souvenirs was Sienna Art 
Café, and we were cooperating with Art Nouveau 
district guides. Unfortunately, the daily sales 
were not as high as we expected. As a result, all 
collection was sold in September.  

I would like to share the main difficulties we have 
faced and tell what I have gained from this job.

Difficulties

• You should always bear in mind that you are 
not a worldwide known company with 100 years 
of experience. Sometimes firms will just don’t 
want to talk with you, so you have to try again 
and again.

• Moreover, summer is time of vacation, and it might 
be hard to get in touch with the right person because 
he is sunbathing somewhere in Greece or Turkey.

• You may lack some skills and knowledge in 
different fields, so you have to use your imagination 
and resourcefulness.

• And the most important lesson - you should never 
set high expectations because everything might 
become absolutely unpredictable. 

Pluses

• You don’t get daily assignments, where is said 
what exactly you have to do today. You get a chance 
to plan your week freely. You can be in the office, at 
home or in any other place.

• You will have to do everything! Starting the company, 
drafting contracts, calling clients, going to business 
meetings, writing press release and proposals, etc. 
So this is an amazing opportunity to learn things 
which you have never done before, or to improve 
some of yours already existing skills.

• You get not only experience but also a huge list of 
useful contacts and data, which you can easily use 
in your further activities.

So if you have any wonderful ideas you want to 
implement, don’t hesitate, just do it.

Kristina GolovkinaThe Insider is brought to you by UPS
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ProS and conS of being emPloyed

in moScow

This summer I was lucky to spend 4 valuable weeks 
in Moscow as an intern at Gefco Russia, a leading 
logistics service provider in Russia and Central 
Asia. Knowing the thirst of SSE Riga students, 
especially Y1s, for career stories, I’d like to share 
some of my observations of being an employee in 
probably one of the most controversial countries in 
the world. So I will present you a list of good and 
bad sides of working in Russia.

Pro #1: Russia is an enormous country, and it 
is really underdeveloped and inefficient in almost 
all the sectors existing. This makes hundreds of 
companies search for employees all the time, 
offering them outrageously high salaries. Nowadays, 
when it is hardly possible to get a paid internship in 
the Baltics, in Moscow you might count on as much 
as 700 EUR for being an assistant of an assistant. 
Moscow’s unemployment rate of 0.98% at the time 
of my employment perfectly illustrates this fact.

Pro #2: In addition to a good pay, one can get 
invaluable experience while working in Moscow. 
Business deals happen every day, covering the 
whole Russian territory and countries in Central 
Asia. There are constantly expanding industries 
to explore. As an intern, I worked with automotive 
industry, which started to develop in Russia in the 
early 2000s; since then, there has been a huge 
inflow of car components coming from Europe, the 
US, and Asia and multiplying business opportunities 
of companies every day. The one who catches the 
flow happens to be rich in logistics business, which 
was exciting me throughout all my internship.

Pro #3: Russian people are very helpful and 
open-minded. I stress ‘Russian people’ because it 
seems that all the minorities in Moscow will become 
one big majority soon. Russia is a people-factor 
country. You can’t survive there without negotiation, 
communication, and other social skills. This is 
definitely a pro for SSE Riganians, since it’s all about 
work with people here.

con #1: Did I mention that Russia is really 
underdeveloped and inefficient country? So is 
Moscow, despite huge financial flows every day. 
Expect to stand in long queues to shops, museums, 
ticket offices. When using the public transport, 
you have to buy a ticket from the bus driver, which 
means only one door is opened and the bus will 

not move until every person on every bus station 
doesn’t buy a ticket. You can’t imagine how I 
missed our e-talon system. Also, expect to see 
dirty and smelly streets, buses and trams from 
Soviet times, corrupted police, as the government 
appears either to have different priorities or not to 
be ready (or willing) to fix the problem.

con #2: Prices in Moscow are as outrageous 
as salaries are. When you get your intern’s 700 
EUR, don’t think that you are finally rich because 
you have to pay at least 500 EUR for the cheapest 
flat possible. When it comes to food issue, expect 
to see expensive, awful, small-portioned food 
everywhere. Since unemployment is very low, 
anyone can be employed in restaurant business. 
So, the quality of services is very poor, at a price 
which an employee with start-up salary can afford.

con #3: People-factor is as con as it is a pro. 
People are open-minded in Russia, which means 
they really talk a lot, without being troubled to do 
so during work time, which means that productivity 
leaves much to be desired. Be ready to greet 
everyone personally, regardless of the number 
of people in the office. That is very humane, but 
so unproductive. Communication with policemen 
sometimes happens at very unexpected times 
and about unexpected topics, which may leave 
you spending a lot of time and money on some 
laws you didn’t know.

VerDict: If I wanted to do business in Russia, 
I would choose the following strategy: I would 
graduate from SSE Riga, enjoy high European 
standards of living in either country of the EU 
while gaining experience, and then go to Russia 
as an executive, consultant or business developer 
to make big money in this land of opportunities.

Vadims Pikarevskis
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Part 1: taking the risks

At the time I started looking for an internship, talks 
about a new company called Civitta were spread 
around the school. No one could tell exactly what 
the company was all about or how it appeared on 
the list of recruiters of SSE Riga graduates, and 
this was a reason for a negative attitude towards 
the firm - you know, who would trust some Civitta 
that has no website and the only info available is 
a random blog with three posts and a page with 
legal details on another random site. Moreover, 
hearing stories about people working on Sunday 
evenings could not add confidence in the firm 
either. Similar thoughts came to me as well 
and stopped me each time I would consider a 
possibility to apply, even though I have wanted  
for a long time to take a closer look at what 
management consultants do. Nevertheless, after 
talking to my friends employed by Civitta, the 
concerns diminished, and I took a risk, the return 
of which exceeded my expectations.

So I applied. I should say that I haven’t participated 
in more logical selection process than that of 
Civitta’s. I loved the fact that motivation letter was 
not required. I have always found the letter to be 
the most stupid thing to ask for – it cannot say 
anything real about the person, maybe only how 
good they are in creative writing. On the other 
hand, for the first time I was asked to send my 

grade transcript. Further steps were different as well: 
no usual HR questions and a small case checking your 
analytical thinking (you can hardly be prepared for it 
in advance); a practical task for the evening followed.

Part 2: Work

The main reason why I found my internship so great 
was that I had a chance to become a member of a team 
that worked on restructuring energy sector in Lithuania. 
Sounds big? I would say massive, complex, and thus 
extremely interesting. I got extremely lucky - I doubt that 
there are many students that could participate in such 
an important project on the national level. To be more 
specific, I worked with a team dealing with the merger 
of two Lithuanian energy distribution companies. I was 
forced to learn not only about existing organizational 
structures, responsibilities of each department and 
other economics-related stuff, but also about pillars, 
wires, voltages, and engineering. My responsibilities 
mostly included performing Excel-based analyses, 
summarizing information from piles of documents, and 
preparing presentations for meetings. The greatest 
thing was dynamic (and thus never boring) work: even 
if there were cases of spending several days in a row 
on preparing the same presentation, the following day 
could bring trainings or a field trip to a center monitoring 

working at civitta, or How to 
make tHe moSt of your Summer 
internSHiP

“It is going to be a great year for you, 
the only thing left is to get an interesting 
internship,” replied an acquaintance of 
mine after I told her about passed Finance 
and an opportunity to go on exchange. 
Seven months later I can certainly say 
that her words came true. The two months 
spent at Civitta was a great and fun 
experience which enabled me to grow a 
lot both personally and professionally. But 
let me start from the beginning…

During trainings ElEctrotEchnics aBc

career
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the performance of the whole distribution system in 
Lithuania. In addition to spending hours in front of the 
computer, I was also participating in meetings with top 
management of the companies. This was a chance 
not only to get more information from people directly 
related to the project, but also to learn about general yet 
important things: ways to communicate with different 
types of people, conflict management, etc.

Part 3: Breaking the myths

There are many people who believe that Civitta is 
strange in every possible way, and some of these ideas 
were stuck in my mind before joining the company as 
well. Nevertheless, after two months in the company I 
should say that basically none of those prejudices are 
true.

The intensity of studies and profile of SSE Riga in 
general force students to communicate with a rather 
closed circle of people, so internship is a chance to 

get away from this environment. However, around 
half of Civitta employees are former students of 
the school, so working in the company becomes 
like boiling in your own juice once again. I agree 
with that, but there is another side, too. First, as 
my experience proved, there are still many things 
you can learn from the people you thought you 
know everything about. Second, in my case, the 
fear turned out to be unnecessary as I worked 
with only one SSE graduate on the daily basis; 
five other colleagues were strong personalities of 
various age and experience. And they are the main 
reason why I don’t regret any single day spent in 
office instead of enjoying this year’s hot summer 
somewhere outside. Aside from this , Civitta has a 
common practice of rotating the circle of company 
employees. This means that after finishing a 
project you will most likely start the next one in a 
different team, which makes the work even more 
dynamic.

Do Civitta employees work so much that they 
have no personal life? Maybe. Or, more precisely 
- it depends. And it depends on many things: the 
project you are working with, the project’s stage, 
your own time management skills, and, most 
importantly, your preferences. Yeah, once I was 
late for an 8pm meeting with my friends, and there 
were some evenings I worked at home, and some 
tasks were done during weekends, but… I believe 
one rarely can avoid such things when working 
within the management consulting industry, and 
those who choose this career know that. However, 
these things do not happen every day, so no one 
loses their “normal” life by default - it changes, but 
it is up to a person by how much.

Summing up, while some people blame SSE Riga 
internship program for destroying their summer, I 
can only be happy about mine. The first part of 
the summer was great because of FIFA World 
Cup; the second one was as great due to the 
internship: interesting work, amazing colleagues, 
and many myths busted. It might sound sick, but 
there were moments when I thought that I would 
rather stay with the project than leave to Paris for 
my exchange semester.

Ginvile Ramanauskaite

civitta part of MErgEr tEaM

I made a small survey among CIvItta employees to fInd out 
whether my opInIon about the job Is just a starter’s exCItement, 
or maybe there are more happy workaholICs. and here are 
some of the results.

the faCt that atmosphere In the Company Is great Is supported 
by the faCt that the relatIonshIp wIth Colleagues Is evaluated 
the hIghest of all the aspeCts (6.14 In the sCale of 7), too. 
on the other hand, the Investment Into employees or, In other 
words, traInIngs provIded Is evaluated only at 3.95, whICh 
though Is hIgh In absolute terms Is relatIvely low on the 
Company level. 

growth

supervIsIon

responsIbIlIty

relatIonshIps wIth 
Colleagues
relatIonshIp wIth 
manager

seCurIty

work Itself
reCognItIon

workload

traInIngs
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Many of you might have noticed different links 
and posts on FB/Twitter containing „Junior 
Peak Time” words. While Peak Time part 
is more or less clear to SSE Riganians, the 
Junior part makes many of you wonder.

What is it?

Basically, Junior Peak Time is a smaller Peak 
Time version for younger students intended 
to give an opportunity to high-school students 
(10th-12th grades) from Estonia, Latvia, and 
Lithuania to gain valuable experience and to 
spread a word about SSE Riga.

hoW eVerything Works?  

There are two rounds – preliminary and finals. 
The preliminary round tests students’ individual 
capability to search for necessary information, 
make decisions and calculations. It begins on 
October 1 and lasts until October 10. After that 
the 40 best students will be invited to the finals 
in Riga.

The finals will take place on November 6 and 
will last for one day; during it participants will 
have a guest lecture explaining a new and 
challenging concept that they will have to apply 
afterwards in their individual and team work 
tasks. Before working in teams, there will be a 
small introduction to the subject (remember the 
first lectures of Team Building?). Moreover, the 
teams will have to present their ideas.

Who makes it PossiBle?

Main initiators of the project were current Y3s 
– Aiste (ex-PT organizer), Ginvile (ex-Insider 
editor), Modestas (ex-PT organizer), Simona 
(ex-Edu.Com):

“After coming to the university, we realized 
that high school education in the Baltic states 
is very technical, and only few of us had 
any understanding of what economics is all 
about. And then the idea about creating a 
new, analytical-thinking and creativity based 
contest came to our minds! – tell the creators. 
– We shared our thoughts with the Stockholm 
School of Economics in Riga administration 
and lecturers. Everyone fell in love with the 
idea about providing interesting knowledge and 
unique experience for high school students. So 
the project development started.”

Currently Peak Time 2011 organizers – Aija, 
Anna, Ieva and Marius (Y2s) – take care of the 
organizational issues and are working hard to make 
all the ideas come true. The main concern until the 
end of September is promotion of the competition; 
afterwards, the fun part will definitely begin. So wait 
and see... :)

P.s.

The application process ends on September 30, 
23:59 (GMT +02:00). To apply, students need to 
register at www.juniorpeaktime.org

All tasks are related to economic and business 
spheres (and are in English); however, no specific 
knowledge in these fields is needed as tasks are 
developed to test analytical and critical thinking, not 
some previously obtained knowledge.

P.P.s.

Pass the news to those who might be interested and 
challenge them – it is worth it ;)

junior Peak time

Junior Peak Time Team
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DeBating is a comPetition of minDs, anD as you 
Practice more anD more, you start Wanting to 
increase its scale. one Begins With short sPeeches, 
then sWitches to full four-team DeBates, then 
takes Part in local tournaments anD, With time, 
starts going to international ones. one of the 
largest tournaments one can ParticiPate in is, 
unDouBteDly, the euroPean uniVersities DeBate 
chamPionshiP (euDc or euros) that gathers 
hunDreDs of PeoPle coming from as Distant Places 
as irelanD to israel. i WoulD like to tell aBout sse 
riga DeBate society’s great summer exPerience.

PreParation

At the end of the first study year it was announced that 
our Debate Society was selecting people for the EUDC 
2010. Those to be chosen could really hit the jackpot: 
not only they received the right and honor to represent 
SSE Riga at the preparatory tournament in Rotterdam 
and at the Euros themselves, but also participation fees 
(including accommodation) and travelling costs were 
covered by the society. People were being selected 
on grounds of three criteria: debating skills, level of 
activity and what contribution they had made to the 
Debate Society. Eventually the choice was made, and 
two teams (Nikita and Roberts, Reinholds and I) and 
one judge (Edvīns) started packing up for the trip. We 
decided to prepare hard and read a few smart books 
and watch some debate videos even before workshops 
in Rotterdam. Finally, on July 3 we took off.

the fun Begins

Our first stop was Brussels as RyanAir did not offer 
direct flights from Riga to Holland. We decided to turn 
this fact into an advantage and enjoy every moment of 
our stay in the capital of European bureaucracy; 
hopefully, it was very easy 
because a brother of Mārtiņš 
Veiss, one of our debaters, 
lived in Brussels and agreed 
to meet us and show the city. 
To be brief, it was terrific – 
Brussels was a great mix of 
Gothic architecture and modern 
buildings, and the whole city 
was pulsating with all kinds of 
political/cultural/sport events. 
We attended an exhibition of 
Latvian art; witnessed Tour de 
France; ate the famous waffles 
(tasty indeed); tasted great 
Belgian beer; did some shopping; 
finally, we were extremely lucky 

to be there when Belgium was celebrating its 
newly obtained Presidency of the Council of 
the European Union. City authorities organized 
a massive event with light performances and 
shows involving acrobats, artists, and singers 
that performed everything from the EU anthem 
Ode an die Freude to Alors on danse. It was truly 
one of the greatest events in my life and one of 
those rare moments when I was really proud to 
be a European citizen. Amazed and inspired, we 
went to Rotterdam by train the next day.

DaPDi

Rotterdam welcomed us as an ultramodern city 
of huge skyscrapers and contemporary art pieces 
scattered all over the place. The city was heavily 
bombed during the WWII, and Rotterdam’s center 
with all medieval buildings was almost completely 
destroyed; thus, modern architecture was free to 
enter the city and fill it with glass and concrete. 
But let’s get back to the story. Erasmus University 
Rotterdam is home to the oldest debating society 
in the Netherlands; every summer Erasmus 
organizes Dutch Anglo-Saxon Parliamentary 
Debating Institute (DAPDI) that offers high 
quality of debating and a great chance to explore 
the city and socialize with people all around 
Europe. This year’s DAPDI was especially useful 
as it was held right before the EUDC; therefore, 
dozens of teams willing to get ready for the Euros 
arrived. The organizers expected such influx and 
invited amazing judges from Oxford – we learned 
a great many things during varied lectures and 
workshops, and the preparatory tournament was 
really helpful to get us into the debating 
mood. As for 

claSH of mindS
debateS
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the fun 
part, we visited many cool clubs 
and pubs and enjoyed the green indulgences of 
the Dutch drug policy. Celebrating the break of 
the Netherlands national football team, or Oranje, 
into the World Cup Final, when the whole city 
went orange-mad, was the best DAPDI ending 
one could imagine. We spent a terrific week in 
Rotterdam; however, all the wonders were yet to 
come.

amsterDam

Football followed us in Amsterdam as well as we 
arrived a day prior to the Final. The whole city 
was pulsating in anticipation of the game, so 
we had a little walk around the city and a small 
museum/shopping tour before going to the 
Museum square and joining other 100 000 people 
to watch the game. It felt so great to be among the 
Dutch and other tourists and support the Oranje; 
too bad they lost – we could have made so many 
new friends that night...

But the next day began what we all anticipated so 
much – the Euros. A few words about the scale 
and structure: in total, 192 teams (384 persons) 
participated in this year’s EUDC, of which 104 
were EFL (English as the First Language) and 
88 were ESL (English as a Second Language). 
Add to this a hundred or so of judges and several 
dozens of organizers and you’ll get a huge 
event that gathered 500+ people. There were 
8 preliminary debates with EFL and ESL teams 
participating together; during them one had to 
gain team points (allocated for one’s place (1st to 
4th) in a debate) and speaker points (assigned to 
each speaker individually based on quality of his/
her speech). Usually speaker points are not so 
important, but not during the EUDC when there 
is a vast number of participants – of the teams 
with the same number of team points, the ones 
with the highest total speaker points are ranked 

first. Eventually, the sixteen best teams 
in each category were identified, and 
separate EFL and ESL quarterfinals 
started.

The EUDC lasted for a week and 
was sponsored by several Dutch 
universities, the city of Amsterdam, 
and many other organizations. The 
whole event was held at the top level: 
we lived in 4-star hotels in the center 
of Amsterdam and were taken to 
universities by bus; we visited a variety 
of nightclubs throughout our stay; the 
semifinals and finals were organized 
in the premises of beautiful churches 
in the heart of Amsterdam; finally, after 
the closing ceremony, a canal cruise 
dinner and a set of excursions across 

Amsterdam were offered to participants.

Overall, it was smashing and surpassed all my 
expectations. I think it’s needless to say that the level 
of debating was excellent, and although it was quite 
tough to have 4 debates per day two days in a row, 
we enjoyed every single moment of it. It is also very 
exciting to debate with native speakers: yes, it is much 
more difficult, but it feels so good to beat an EFL team 
:) Unfortunately, we did not break into the quarterfinals, 
though we had quite good chances: we gained 12 
points during the preliminary rounds while the lowest 
passing score was 13 points – one more point, and we 
could have been in the Top 16! As for the results, the 
ESL champions were Slovenians, and the main Final 
was won by an Irish team – for the first time in history!

afterWorD

To conclude, I would say that debating is not only a 
means to develop your critical thinking and speaking 
skills; it is also a great way to make international friends 
and travel easily (and cheap) around the world. The 
next Euros will be held in Galway, Ireland, and SSE 
Riga Debating Society will definitely take part in it. So 
don’t miss your chance, come to our sessions, and you 
might be one of the lucky five going there! :)

P.S. If you got really interested in Amsterdam EUDC 
and debating in general, here are some useful links:

● amsterdameudc.org – here you can find full info 
about the Euros, including motions, results, team tabs 
and speaker tabs;

● youtube.com/user/wortgefechte – here you can 
watch the Open (EFL) Final.

● Facebook – search for ‘SSE Riga Debate Society’ 
and find out everything we’re up to!

Vladimirs Zlotnikovs
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goSSiP*
*  WarnnG. THIS PAGE CONTAInS MaTERIAL WHICH SOME READErS MAY FInD 
OFFEnSIVE. THE InSIDER TEAM DOES NOT TAKE RESPOnSIBILLITY OF THE CONTENT 
APPEaRInG HERE AnD THE aCTIOnS THaT MIGHT HAPPEN bETWEEN InDIvIDuALS 
aFTER READInG THE GOSSIP PAGE. IF YOU FEEL THaT YOU COULD bE OFFEnDED IN 
AnY WAY, SKIP THIS PAGE. AnD REMEMbER , THIS IS jUST FOR FUN ;)

They say ThaT adminisTraTion of sse riga is using Theory 
X To deal wiTh sTudenTs... 

alumni say ThaT The gossip page is geTTing worse and 
worse

They say arTurs’ hair can make rocks bleed

They say ThaT arTur’s hair can make fashion police cry

arTurs’ hair doesn’T go ouT of fashion, The fashion goes 
ouT of arTurs’ hair

They say ThaT Zemgus is applying for The summer 
olympics 2012. be aware, michael phelps.

27 new applicanTs from esTonia... TuiTion fee of 3500 
is a way To go

They say ThaT arTurs’ hair can kick macgyver’s hair ass

arTurs’ hair Thinks ThaT fashion is a myTh... myThbusTers?

They say ThaT arTurs’ hair would have aloT easier life 
if iT would live in The ‘80s

They say ThaT paulius brain is virgin.

They say ThaT The new sa works so hard ThaT Their 
webpage is down.. again.. waiT.. oh, sTill down. now? no, 
sTill down. 

They say ThaT karl is noT slow. oh, waiT, They don’T.

They say ThaT ifund=iclowns

They say ThaT during parTies sser sTudenTs are 
someTimes Talking abouT maXimiZing hairshoulders’ value

They say ThaT karl can make 100 guys happy

They say olga pakamore.

They say ThaT olga koZlova is TogeTher wiTh manTas 
pakamore. They also say ThaT manTas passed finance 
wiTh 100 poinTs...

They say ThaT if you haven’T received any job/inTernship 
offer from any oTher company, you can always geT one 
from civiTTa.

There are people wondering, wheTher The facT ThaT every 
day we are receiving (spam) emails To sse mail boX abouT 
buying diploma should be considered as a sign.

They say ThaT for ieva T creaTive Thinking process is 
noThing buT blowsTorming 

They say some y1 girl goT admiTTed To sser for eur 
10k

They say ThaT Zemgus had an affair wiTh a married 
woman in russia.

They say laurynas (y2) provides seXual services over 
The phone.

They say ThaT class 2013 are really impoliTe, especially 
when iT comes To siTTing in places ThaT are already 
Taken. well, we will Teach you some good manners.

They say, “3 esTonians? really!?”

They say alf vanags is noT awake during his lecTures - 
he has simply developed an ouTsTanding abiliTy To read 
whaT’s wriTTen on ppT slides while being asleep (and even 
auTomaTically Tell random sTories abouT his pasT).

They say This year There are so few esTonians because 
They were laTe To apply for admission TesTs

They say samsung when They meeT Zemgus, where 
“They”=random drunk esTonians

They say ThaT There is a new unofficial sser bar called 
- prieks! (The happy place)

some say ThaT maija melinovska (y2) is a liTTle sausage. 

They say ThaT Tomas ZuoZa (y2) likes To ‘accidenTally’ 
Touch liene’s breasT. 

some say ThaT some y1 girls do noT shave. 

They say ThaT paulius lingys (y2) goT biTTen by a nail.

The say ThaT when koZlovskis (y2) discovered The Tag 
funcTion on facebook he was so eXciTed ThaT he Tagged 
everyone in The newcomer’s camp picTures.

They say ThaT There is jacob in year1
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They say ThaT vikTorija (y3) had so good Time in cinema 
wiTh nesTerenko (y4) ThaT she even does noT remember 
whaT The movie was abouT

They say ThaT RūTa abRamavičiūTė exisTs.

They say ThaT The meXican fiesTa was friking awesome.

They say ThaT some y1 girls were very willing To geT rid 
of Their cloThes during ‘naked mile’.

They say ThaT marcis (y2) sTill has The smell of 
champagne from newcomers.

They say ThaT year 1s have learnT only “sTudy hard” 
parT of The phrase so far :(

They say ThaT a game of ‘psychologisT’ revealed The seX 
life of more people Than we would have guessed...

They say y1s don’T parTy, They have ebp

They say There is school of seXual seducTion in riga.

They say ThaT The capTain of Team arTur’s hair was 
capTain morgan

They say ThaT There is no poinT of counTing bees in spring

They say ThaT if you wanT To Touch boobies you have To 
drive aT leasT 90 km/h.

They say cik laiks? laiks iedZerT!

They say There’s no geTTing sober.

They say The easiesT way To aTTracT women is To Take 
some condensed milk (also known as ‘sgooschionka’) and 
puT iT on The Table - you’ll see, They will surround you 
like birds of prey

They say ThaT poliTical economy lecTures would sTarT 
aT 5 am, if The school was open.

They say ThaT socialising and drinking beer is good. besT 
friends come from re-eXams.

They say ThaT alma is like a bad apple - looks good 
when you firsT see iT, Turns ouT roTTen when you Take 
a biTe.

They say eXchange aleXandra is very seXy in shorTs

They say vikTorija and bogdanovs & edgars (y2) and 
sTukuls (y5)

They say ThaT y1 sTudenT was so inspired by newcomer’s 
camp ThaT came as a fake sTudenT aT rsu (rigas 
sTradina universiTy) opening parTy

They say ThaT year 2 were upgraded from Tea and 
TomaToes To wine and cheese. 

They say cheburashka is back.

They say ThaT liene g. is righT - There are many 
beauTiful girls in sse riga. buT liene - you have The 
mosT beauTiful inner world. ;)

They say ThaT mosT of The new y1 are a snoTTy bunch 
of spoiled braTs wiTh rich parenTs.

They say ThaT afTer The sa board visiTed sse in 
sTockholm, The sporTs commiTTee There is missing a 
fooTball helmeT.

They wonder who will be The new vairis... 

They say ThaT madis is luke’s faTher

They say iT is very easy To geT kaTya (y2) inTo bed - 
one jusT has To waTch a horror movie wiTh her;)

They say lukas gadeikis is now lukas skywalkeris.

They say ThaT yaroslava and kamile lose Their 
sTraighTness in evenings.

They say magical creaTures indeed eXisT in sse riga.
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germany

After a successful landing in Frankfurt-Hahn airport 
we took out our printed Google maps and tried to find 
our way. It turned out that those maps are not very 
helpful; fortunately, two Bulgarians took us to some 
turn of the road near a small city. We found ourselves 
on a forest road where frequency of cars was 1 per 5 
minutes (that’s not a lot). Still, soon we were taken by 
a policeman or an army guy who drove us to Traben-
Trarbach, a small yet pretty German city.

 Usually in our countries in towns with population 
of 4-5 thousand there is not a lot to see except 
poverty. Here it is vice versa - rich people prefer 
living in smaller cities. It was cozy and had ruins 
of a castle on the opposite coast of the Mosel 
river. We even managed to get there, and in the 
end we were sleeping under the arc on that hill. 

The next city, Trier, despite being more famous 
(it’s the oldest city in Germany), didn’t have 
any particular atmosphere. Its main street was 
crowded with tourists and looked like Klaipeda 
during the Sea Festival. Still, its sights were 
quite spectacular. 

A Stradiņa university student whom we met 
on the plane suggested that we should go to 
Cologne, and so we went there. We decided 
to sleep in a park; in some time several people 
came there to do barbecue. This fact by itself 
isn’t surprising, what’s more interesting is that 
they brought couches to the park and were 
sitting there like in a flat. Cologne is a student 
city. We were there the evening when Germany 
beat Argentina 4:0, so in the morning there 
were no people in the streets, just broken glass 
and lots of rubbish (cleaning people, it seems, 
were partying hard too). 

General info about the trip

Distance: 8000 km

time: 25 days

exPenses: 100 EUR Each+RyanaiR tickEt (15 
LVL)

countries: sEE map

languages sPoken: LithUanian, RUssian, 
LatVian, EngLish, 20 woRds in gERman, 5 woRds 
in spanish and  itaLian.

Weather: it RainEd onLy twicE, sUnny ~+25-30 
aVERagE

liVing conDitions: 4 nights oUt of 25 sLEpt in 
a fLat, othERwisE- oUtsidE

longest triP in one car: 2 days oR 2200 km 
(fRom paRis to gRanada)

hitch-hiking country rating:  

1) gERmany, 2) poLand, 3) czEch REpUbLic, 4) 
aUstRia, 5) fRancE, 6) spain &itaLy

easiest Way to hitch-hike: with tRUck dRiVERs

frienDliest DriVers: UkRainians

Washing? wE washEd oURsELVEs and cLothEs 
on thE gas stations. actUaLLy by thE End of thE 
joURnEy gas stations had bEcomE oUR sEcond 
homE - wE wERE EVEn sLEEping thERE. 

wHole euroPe for €200

exPerience
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Streets were so deserted that we even managed 
to drive along one in a shopping cart. When we 
visited the main sight, Cologne Dome, it was time 
to move, but then some strange people started to 
appear around us... Music, dancing, costumes, 
strange people, water, condoms, rainbow 
colors, leather...Bingo! It was a gay parade! A bit 
surprising for our Eastern European eyes... Hm... 
why there is no Straight parades? I guess, too 
many homosexuals in the government block any 
proposal of such parades. 

france

However interesting the Gay Parade was, it 
was time to move on to Paris. Miraculously, 
we managed to get there the same day (you 
shouldn’t forget: Germany has the first place in 
the list the friendliest hitch-hiking countries). We 
were in Paris at 00:30. The only thing we had was 
a screenshot of Google Maps where you couldn’t 
see any street names and address of Damien’s 
work and flat (NB: Damien is an exchange student 
from France who kindly allowed us to stay at 
his place and showed us Paris, and fed us, and 
generally is a very cool guy :) We first went to the 
nearest underground station and started to plan 
our way, when it turned out that we were actually 
looking at the bus map. Just asking people turned 
to be a better idea, they suggested us get out at 
the largest stop (Opera) and from there to search 
further. Later we needed to ask the way in 2 
hotels, and approximately in 40 minutes we were 

at Damien’s place. Finally, 
we were able to sleep in a 
flat! So the next morning 
we slept a long time, and 
when we came to Louvre, 
it was almost closed. We 
still managed to see Mona 
Lisa (it was easy to find 
because of huge crowds 
of Japanese tourists 
around the painting). On 
the second day we visited 
Damien’s most beloved 
museum, Musee d’Orsay, 
and, of course, took a 
photo with the Eiffel tower, 
visited the Triumph arc, 
Sacré Coeur, and so on.. 
Paris is a cool city, it has 
everything from large 
avenues to small streets, 
lots of really different 
people, a skyscraper 
district, strange suburbs, 
museums, history... But it 
was time to go further. 

Here it gets more and more complicated to hitch-hike. 
French people are afraid of violence. Nonetheless, one 
day we managed to move approx 20 km from Paris. The 
next morning we were going to Mont Blanc: it turned 
out that we were really mostly GOING (not driving) as 
nobody was driving in our direction, or just we looked 
too suspicious. By 2 PM we found ourselves standing 
on a highway for already 2 hours, we tried all signs, 
cars simply were not stopping! Then, finally, one car 
stopped. We were so desperate that told the guy, “In 
any direction”, and he replied, “I’m going to Spain.” One 
rule of hitch-hikers – longer you stay, longer you go (at 
least for us). We went 2200 km with him until Granada. 
We didn’t take paid highways but were driving on small 
roads, so we were able to see the nature and also 
Mountains! The 
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guy was driving through the middle of the Pyrenees, 
views were spectacular. But we think we were driving 
with a rally driver, he was in such a hurry that even on a 
flat mountain road he was driving 120 km/h, hoping no 
cars will come from the other side. In the mountains we 
took a hitch-hiker girl from France, which implied that 
in Peugeot 206 there was even less place for our feet. 
When we were stopped at the border of Spain and the 
police checked our passports, they were confused: 
what would a Belgian, a Latvian, a Lithuanian, and a 
French do in one car?

 sPain

Totally different from our countries. 
Different trees (lots of olives), more hills 
and mountains, and ultra hot. It was so hot 
that the car’s disc reader wasn’t working. 
That night we had to sleep under an olive 
tree. Funny, but first mosquitoes showed up 
only here, in Spain, country with the hottest 
weather. We tried to hitch-hike to the sea, it 
was very hard, and Spanish were even more 
afraid than French people. A German-Spanish 
economist finally took us, but he said that if 
we were not foreigners, no one would take us. 
We understood our comparative advantage 
- Stas’ fair hair, so later he never wore a hat. 
In Malaga, the most popular Mediterranean 
resort in Europe (as they say), Stas scraped 
his feet and hands on the sharp rocks because 
he went to swim in a suspiciously-empty-of-
people place. We were sleeping that day in a 

construction building because there was no other 
place to sleep in that city. The only big green area 
on the map turned out to be a mountain :(

In such heat we suddenly remembered that we 
were 4000 km from our home, and we started to 
pack our bags to move North, away from the sun.

to Be continueD...

Stanislavs Filatovs
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from germany? 

Vicky Barth, Kristina Künzig, Alexandra von 
der Marwitz, Ulrike Schulz, Alina Herrbold, 
Jan Lannert, Reiner Kelkel, Fabian Fruth, 
Adrian Dungert, Matthias Massop 

germany is... Prost!

During the WeekenD german PeoPle 
like...  having barbecues from Friday 
to Sunday in the summer and watching 
“Bundesliga” (REAL soccer).

any german man 
shoulD Definitely... 
know how to make a 
proper barbecue.

a Woman of a 
Dream in germany 
is... hot, willing, and 
uncomplicated.

the most faVorite 
actiVity of german 
stuDents is... drinking coffee while pretending 
working hard.

any stuDent coming to germany shoulDn’t... 
applause after the lecture, but knock on the table 
instead.

any tourist coming to germany shoulD... drive 
at least 200 km/h on the Autobahn once.

the german PeoPle think aBout financial 
crisis that... it´s not our fault!

What else ? Germany will win the soccer world cup 
in 2014!

russia?  

Alexandra Malysheva 

russia is... “Avos’”. It’s nearly impossible to translate 
this word into any other language. “Avos’” means 
something like “I hope” or “perhaps” or “let it be”. So 
the whole thing means that Russian people never plan 
anything properly and just hope they are lucky and will 
avoid any difficulties.

During the WeekenD russian  PeoPle like… 
gathering their friends and relatives and celebrating 
random events, which aren’t actually any special 
occasions, but the things like “mom’s new dress” or 
“someone’s 34th week in the university”. Russian 
people love to celebrate something!

excHange            
    guide…

sse riga is a Place to meet stuDents 
from all other the WorlD. fall 
semester 2010 is not an excePtion: We 
haVe stuDents from germany, russia, 
kazakhstan, kyrgyzstan, sloVakia, 
Portugal, italy, anD sPain.

What We shoulD knoW aBout them anD 
their countries?
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any russian man shoulD 
Definitely...be able to 
repair his car, because cars 
get broken very often when 
driving on Russian roads :)

a Woman of a Dream in 
russia is... the one who 
is beautiful and patient. 
She can serve beer and 
chips for her boyfriend and 
his friends while they are 
watching football on TV 
and keep silent despite 

everything.

the most faVorite actiVity of russian stuDents 
is... celebrating the end of the exam session (They 
have exams only twice a year, so when it’s exam 
session they do not sleep for 5-6 days in a row and 
have to pass exams every day. But after it all finishes... 
:).

any stuDent coming to russia shoulDn’t... 
expect to see bears in the streets, people drinking 
vodka all day long and all than other stereotyped stuff. 
I’m sorry if I disappoint you guys, but Russian children 
don’t play with “matryoshkas”, we don’t wear those 
‘traditional’ Russian hats and boots, and don’t play 
“garmoshkas” and “balalaykas”. We do drink vodka, 
but not more that any other nation. And yes, actually, 
I’ve never seen a brown bear in my life...;).

any tourist coming to russia shoulD... come 
in winter! To be able to say proudly that he survived in 
Russia.

the russian PeoPle think aBout financial 
crisis that...They don’t care! 

What else? The winter Olympic Games 2014 are 
held in Russia. So, except Moscow, Saint-Petersburg 
and Syberia, there is also Sochi in Russia:) And the 
symbol of the Olympic Games is Cheburashka.

from kazakhstan? 

Dasha Strekozova and Olzhas Tamabayev 

kazakhstan is… huge and hospitable.

During the WeekenD kazakh PeoPle like... 
going to the mountains,  visiting night clubs, sleeping 
and eating a lot. 

any kazakh man shoulD Definitely knoW… 
where is Barakholka (the biggest bazaar in central 
Asia).

a Woman of a Dream in kazakhstan… is beautiful, 
loves her boyfriend/husband and her job, keeps home 
tidy and cozy, is self-confident and smart.

the most faVorite actiVity of kazakh 
stuDents is… traveling, driving a car, socializing 
with peers, enjoying life.

any stuDent coming to kazakhstan 
shoulDn’t… drink alcohol on the street, it’s 
forbidden by law.

any tourist coming to kazakhstan 
shoulD… go to the mountains to ski or 
snowboard (there is one of the world biggest 
skiing resort, called Chimbulak, which is 
beloved by the PM of Russia -- Vladimir Putin 
:); visit our President Park, which is huge, green 
and very beautiful; eat Kazakh traditional food 
(Beshbarmak - some kind of soup with meat 
and dough); catch a taxi, bargain with a driver 
about the price of the trip, and reduce it until 

150 tenge (1 dollar)!

the kazakh PeoPle think aBout financial 
crisis that… it has changed a lot for us, but 
everything that happens eventually leads to a 
better way of living. So, the approach of Kazakh 
people is optimistic. 

What else ? Kazakhstan is really big. It will take 
you about a week to go from one border of the 
country to another by train. 

from sloVakia?

Katarina Kordulakova
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Anna Charintseva and 
Nazgul Osmonalieva 

kyrgyzstan is...
Mountains!

on the WeekenD 
kyrgyz PeoPle 
like…  to go to Issyk Kul (the lake).

any kyrgyz man shoulD Definitely... ride a 
horse and taste a shoro.

a Woman of a Dream in kyrgyzstan is... a woman 
who can do something with guts and felt!

the most faVorite actiVity of kyrgyz stuDents 
is... to play “Kyz-Kuumay” – a game when a man on 
a horse should chase a girl on another horse and kiss 
her.

Any stuDent coming to kyrgyzstan shoulDn’t... 
miss an opportunity to try EVERYTHING!

any tourist coming to kyrgyzstan shoulD… 
drink Kumyz, taste Shoro, go to the Issyk-Kul lake, 
and play “Kyz-Kuumay” =) and... experience a recently 
appeared activity – participate in a revolution =D

the kyrgyz PeoPle think aBout financial 
crisis that... it got tired of getting to Kyrgyzstan 
through mountains.

What else? Its nature is really awesome. You 
definitely should come and explore it!

sloVakia is… a country of proud people that is 
mostly omitted by tourist traveling in central Europe 
and usually confused with Slovenia.

on the WeekenD sloVak PeoPle like… to 
stay at home with their families. Saturday is usually 
devoted to cleaning, and Sunday is spent on eating 
family lunch and watching football in the afternoon.

any sloVak man shoulD Definitely… drink. 
As like other Central-European nations, Slovaks 
are not exception: the drinking is a social criterion 
of man´s virility.

a Woman of a Dream in sloVakia is… usually 
correlated with combination of ideal catholic 
woman: devoted to the family and her husband. 
And a woman in Slovakia is “sexy” creature: that 
is the beauty of the mankind (especially her breast 
part).

the most faVorite actiVity of sloVak 
stuDents is…  partying on Thursdays. 

any stuDent coming to sloVakia 
shoulDn’t… remain only in Bratislava, which is a 
common mistake; Slovakia is interesting mainly for 
its nature beauties that you can’t find in the capital 
city.

any tourist coming to sloVakia shoulD 
Definitely… come in winter, taste all traditional 
dishes and drinks: žinčica or slivovica, and go 
skiing in the mountains. 

the sloVak PeoPle think aBout financial 
crisis that… Slovakia suffered again due to the 
external reasons, but Slovaks can overcome it, as 
they have overcome the painful transition period.

What else? Be aware that Slovaks are proud of 
being Slovaks, even though they seem to holler 
about the State and other citizens. And never tell 
Slovaks about Hungarians, especially that their 
multinational state from the 19th century is worthy 
to resurrect.

from kyrgyzstan? 

Tatiana arventi
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reSt, travel , work, and reSt

Here I was, in June 2009 - not having a company to do 
my internship at nor any motivation to find one. With 
quite a few courses failed in the second semester, a 
debt of 4000 euros, and the prospect of tripling this 
sum before graduating, the most important problem I 
probably faced was that I did not know what I want to 
do with my life. I was having serious doubts about this 
whole “Bachelor in business and economics” thing. 
One thing was clear - I needed to take some time to 
put myself together. Thus, with Diana’s approval, I 
submitted my application to suspend my studies for a 
year.

So, when all of my course mates were preparing to 
spend hours in the offices doing their internships and 
dreaming about all the great things they could do with 
such an amazing weather, I actually had a chance to 
do all those great things. I spent almost a month in 
my grandparents’ summer cottage, taking naps in the 
hammock and eating strawberries and raspberries 
for almost every meal of the day. Then I spent a few 
weeks near the sea, enjoying all the pleasures that 
only the sea can provide. Finally, I spent a week in a 
cottage by the lake where my 19th birthday caught me 
by surprise. It was one of those summers that I haven’t 
had since childhood.

Having my batteries recharged to the fullest, I started 
devoting time and energy to projects that I had always 
wanted to complete but never had the time to: I took my 
driving lessons, I tried learning to play guitar, I learnt 
to swim (something that I had previously accepted I 
would never be able to do). Finally, I reconnected with 

my friends back in Lithuania, some of whom I had 
not seen for almost 5 years.

The highlight of my year was October, all of which 
I had spent in the USA. As it was my cousin’s 
30th birthday, and he really wanted me and my 
father to be there, we found ourselves unable 
to refuse. I had a chance to walk the streets 
of Manhattan; try some of the most delicious 
food; admire the ocean; spend a couple of 
hours wandering around the shops in the lobby 
of Atlantic City’s casino while “the grownups” 
were having fun inside; visit Met and MOMA and 
see the original works of many of my favorite 
painters; ride a 4-wheel bike; sail down a lake 
on my uncle’s boat; and just have a great time in 
general. Overall, I was rather satisfied with the 
trip, even though I only managed to visit 5 states.

Having practically hibernated through the winter in 
front of my computer, I once again found something 
to do when the spring came - my father’s business 
had some work that he needed my help with, and I 
was more than happy to help him. Over the course 
of 5 months I tried myself at practically anything 
that you can do in an advertisement/billboard 
manufacturing business. There were moments 
when I really understood what the education was 
needed for - namely, to avoid a job that involves 
putting a huge logo on a truck till 3 AM until I was 
no longer capable of lifting my own arms above 
the shoulders. While physical exhaustion after a 
day full of work does bring a sense of pride and 

“Everyone keeps 
asking me who you 
are,” whispers a girl 
sitting next to me 
during the lecture. 
So this is the first 
impression I’m going 
to leave to my new 
course mates - 
someone who asked 
a question which 
took Alf 15 minutes 
to answer. As most 
of you might not be 
familiar with me, this 
article is meant to 
introduce myself and 
to tell you about my 
year-off experience .
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accomplishment, it’s not something I’d enjoy on 
a daily basis; so I felt relief when August came 
around, marking the last days before returning to 
Riga to continue my studies.     

Overall, I think the experience was very good for 
me. I saw life from the perspective of someone 
going to a boring job every day, and I started to 
look at my own career prospects more seriously. 
I gained the willpower to carry out tasks I didn’t 
enjoy without delays or complaints because I knew 
that there was even more to be done the next day, 
and no one else was going to do them for me. But, 
most importantly, I feel like I’ve found some sense 
in my life - having this year free to experiment 
with what I want to do and having almost zero 
responsibilities, I had a clean sheet of paper to 
draw the outlines of what I want my life to look like. 
Sometimes the freedom not to do something (in my 
case, returning to studies) is all that is necessary 
to make a decision to follow through. Now I see 
how this is to my own benefit and why it is in my 
best interest to put an effort into it.

So, in case you find yourself lost and not really 
knowing what to do with your life and whether the 
path you’re taking is the right one - don’t be afraid 
to stop, take a break, look at the map, compass, 
and set the new course. Maybe you’ll find out that 
you were on the right track all along.

As a finishing touch, I give a big thanks to Katya for 
asking me to write this article and being among the 
first people to welcome me back here.

Petras Nutautas

It is obvious that SSE Riga gathers a lot of smart, 
skillful, and talented students. One of them is 
Martynas Stankevičius (Y1). Once upon a time an 
innocent fight game encouraged him to take Jujitsu 
trainings and become a master of this art.

The Bujinkan organization is the modern continuation 
of the Ninpo martial art that was carried on and 
adapted from its foundations in feudal Japan. Thus, 
Bujinkan taijutsu has many similarities with older 
forms of other Japanese martial arts, including 
Aikido and Judo.

Bujinkan Budō Taijutsu practice does not normally 
include participation in competitions or contests, as 
the school’s training aims to develop skills to protect 
oneself and others through the use of techniques that 
often focus on disabling (breaking) the attackers’ limbs 
and which can also intentionally cause their death.
The Bujinkan does not adhere to any guideline or set 
of rules to limit action or techniques during training 
because many of the staple responses of a student 
would be illegal in most competitions. Specifically, 
however, the Bujinkan is mostly known for teaching 
koshijutsu (pressure point, muscle attacks/tears 
and joint dislocations), koppojutsu (bone breaking), 
jutaijutsu (throwing, grappling, ground fighting), 
dakentaijutsu (strikes), happo bikenjutsu (various 
modern and traditional weapons), and ninpo tactics 
and strategies (Ninjutsu). The depth of training in the 
Bujinkan is designed to open a student’s eyes to the 
endless possibilities and potential in all situations.

Even though Martynas had to stop Jujitsu trainings, 
he still has a hope to gather a group of students for 
friendly fight trainings. So, if you are interested in it, 
do not hesitate and contact mstankevicius@sseriga.
edu.lv. What is more, girls can be sure about one 
thing: if you are near him – you are safe. And if you 
are one of his enemies – I’m sorry for you…

SSe riga StudentS 
got talentS

Daina Gailiusaite

Hobby
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stuDy harD

Please tell us Briefly aBout yourself 
(BackgrounD, school, home uniVersity, etc.)

I was born in Chisinau and went to one of the city’s 
best lyceum with mathematical inclination. I was an 
exemplar student participating in all activities and 
Olympiads. My life was planned 10 years ahead 
- to enter the Medical University of Moldova and 
become a doctor like my mother is. However,  after 
finishing the high school, I brought my documents 
to the Academy of Economic Studies. It seemed 
easier to take care of numbers than of people, 
and it turned out to be a clever decision. I found 
everything I needed: interesting subjects, friends, - 
and very soon I became the President of the faculty 
of General Economy and Law and one of the editors 
of the Student Union Newspaper; all this gave me 
the lucky chance to go on exchange.

hoW anD Why DiD you choose sse riga as 
your exchange Destination?

A good friend of mine was an exchange student 
here in the fall semester 2009, and he described the 
school and life in Riga only in bright colors. As I was 
involved in many  activities in AESM, at work, and in 
some NGOs, I struggled with time management and 
prioritizing. He told me that I’d have 6 months of rest 
and only two things to worry about: Study Hard and 
Party Hard. Who will not go for that?

What Was the main thing that maDe you stay 
here for stuDies?

SSE Riga family. Being an exchange I experienced 
how it feels to be part of it. I have never thought 
of studying abroad until SSE Riga administration 

informed me about this opportunity. And I know 
for sure that I’m here to get knowledge and 
experience, not one more degree in economics.

hoW Does it feel to Be the only non-
Baltic full-time stuDent?

Amazing! I feel very special. It’s pretty annoying 
when somebody is asking, “Are you that 
Moldavian student?”; although Moldova is not 
the world’s best country, I love it and like to 
answer “Yes!”. I hope that the next year more 
Moldavian students will join me, and who 
knows, maybe we’ll be more numerous than 
Estonians :)

Party harD

hoW WoulD you DescriBe yourself? 
(Personality, traits, outlook, etc.)

I am a very optimistic person. I smile a lot, 
sometimes more than required, and this gave 
me my 10th grade nickname “LadySmile” that I 
am still keeping. I am always focused on what 
I want, and sooner or letter I am getting it. I like 
people and I am trying to find the best part in 
everybody. I can’t live without friends, but it 
turned out that I can leave them sometimes. 
I’m lucky I can find good people everywhere. I 
believe that Dreams always come true but they 
don’t come cheap. And yes, a positive outlook 
on life will bring only positive things.

hoW often Do you go to Bars anD cluBs? 
Which are your faVorite?

If I am in Chisinau, then once a month :) Here at 
least once a week! I like that in Riga places have 

Hero of tHe montH

tatiana arventi

Favorite course:  Marketing

Favorite lecturer:  Morten Hansen

Favorite film: The Pursuit of Happiness

Favorite book:  Pride and Prejudice

I have never…  had a hangover in my life.
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introvert vS extrovert

While few “pure” introverts or extraverts exist, 
many of our acquaintances can undoubtedly 
be said to lean more towards one of the two. 
However, we may display different personality 
characteristics in different circumstances. For 
instance, one may be an extreme extrovert at 
school, while at home the person is more of 
an introvert. Thus one should not label one 
way or the other as humans are complex and 
may embody a mixture of both traits. Also, by 
adjusting his behavior a person can distinctly 
change his traits.

Due to extraversion being more common (and 
in author’s subjective opinion - less interesting) 
and space in this student press limited, this 
article puts more focus on understanding and 
learning to communicate with introverts.

extroVert Personality traits

Extroverts gain their energy from the outside 
world. They need activities and they thrive 
on physical stimulus in keeping themselves 
happy. They enjoy chitchats just for the sake of 
communicating and find it easy to share private 

Probably everyone has heard some 
vague definition of extraversion-
introversion trait. This article does 
not aim at providing a scientific 
explanation. Instead, following a quick 
introduction of how these traits can be 
recognized in daily life, it shows how 
one can improve his communication 
with a person of the opposite trait by 
understanding his/her personality 
better.

information. Extroverts react quickly and often 
regret saying something that they did not intend to. 
Research shows that in general they are happier 
than introverts and being an extravert is socially 
more desirable in Western culture.

Everyone recognizes the extravert in social party 
animals, who enjoy talking to everyone and being in 
the room’s center of attention, making them natural 
leaders. However, it goes the other way too – the 
extroverts often lack the ability to stay concentrated 
for extended periods of time and thus don’t pay much 
attention in lectures. Also, sometimes extroverts 
may seem shallow and insecure about themselves, 
as they need attention from other people.

introVert Personality traits

Introverts are driven by their inner worlds. They gain 
energy from their own ideas and emotions and may 
feel drained after having a long day filled with other 
people and activities. “Having a good time” might 
consist of reading, painting or simply daydreaming. 
Introverts gain their knowledge from narrow, in-depth 
focus. They can focus their attention for extended 
periods of time without being distracted by other 

their own individuality and everyone can find a 
location that suits them mostly. I like to go to 
the Opera House, it is awesome. However, I’ve 
been to a lot of pubs and clubs in Riga and still 
I couldn’t find  a favorite one, it always depends 
on a company you are going with. But I’ll rather 
prefer a club to a bar as dancing sounds better 
for me than drinking.

hoW WoulD you sPenD a million Dollars?

First of all, I’ll spend buy a house for my parents. 
Also, I’ll travel a bit around Europe with my family. 
I’ll use the rest to open a business in order to make 
more money and make my dream come true. I 
always wanted to open an educational center for 
poor children in Moldova, as it is very needed there.
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things, thus they tend to get better grades and are 
frequently considered more intelligent. In discussion, 
they’re interested in more “serious” matters like 
philosophy, life and feelings.

Introverts do not express themselves enthusiastically 
and they hesitate before sharing personal 
information. They may need to be asked to speak 
and prefer taking their time to respond - they are 
likely to feel uncomfortable giving a toast or making 
a public speech. It’s not uncommon of them to 
dislike parties and large groups. It’s not that they 
dislike communication – they do. Quietly and not in 
large doses. They also prefer small groups and 1-to-
1 communication. Usually, they have a small circle 
of close friends and are known to be “hard to get to 
know”. They may also be seen as outsiders as they 
do not find it necessary to communicate as much as 
extroverts and due to introvert trait usually putting 
them in a minority.

tiPs for communicating With an extraVert

While some people may have spent time trying 
to find a way to communicate with introverts, it 
should be noted that there are also things which an 
introvert can do to improve his communication with 
an extrovert. 
> Exercise some non-productive chit chat. 
> Respond in a lively manner – quickly and 
energetically.      
> Be expressive – demonstrate your interest and 
emotions. 
> Ask questions and initiate conversations 
– extroverts love seeing other person being 
interested.  
> Tell the other person how you feel – they honestly 
care about it.

tiPs for communicating With an 
introVert

> Give them a chance to talk. Silence may 
prompt an introvert to share his thoughts.

> Don’t interrupt. It may seem like a full stop 
for an extrovert while the introvert may have 
just paused. 
> Write when speaking fails - introverts may 
prefer written communication as it puts less 
pressure and lets them take some time to 
express themselves. 
> Set a time in advance if you want to discuss 
something important as it gives an introvert a 
way to prepare. 
> Don’t try to change them to become more 
social. There is a high possibility that they are 
happy with themselves the way they are.

While numerous societies may prefer the 
majority of people who are extraverts, there 
is nothing wrong with belonging to any of the 
two groups. The key is to remember that while 
behavior of other human beings might seem 
puzzling and annoy you, it may simply be 
the result of the other person having different 
personality traits. Thus the relationship can be 
improved simply by developing understanding. 
Additionally, one might gain from being aware 
of his own personality and then building his life 
around it. A true extrovert may not find himself 
too happy as an accountant and it might not be 
the best idea for an introvert to seek a career in 
marketing or sales.

Introversion is often confused with shyness and being 
a social outcast. Introverts avoid social activities by 
preference, while shy people avoid social encounters 
out of fear and social outcast faces solitude not by his 
own choice

While it is next to impossible for a pure extrovert 
to understand how uncomfortable social events 
can be for a true introvert, an introvert is not likely 
to recognize the joy extravert gains from meeting 
new people. 

P.s. Thanks to Harijs, Alexandra, Laura, Ruta. 
And special thanks to Petras for the contribution 
towards authors’ better understanding of the 
introvert nature! Liene Grizāne
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tricky quiz time!

be tHe firSt to Send in tHe 
correct anSwerS to inSider.
SSeriga@gmail .com and win a 
bottle of cHamPagne! SSe riga 
Staff iS more tHan welcome to 
ParticiPate in tHe quiz aS well!

[if nobody anSwerS all queStionS 
correctly tHe creatorS of tHe 
quiz get tHe cHamPagne and 
conSume it wildly!*]

(1) as of this 

moment, 
gunnar 

l i n d H o l m ’ S 

facebook fan Page 

HaS a bit more 

tHan …

f ) 20 fans

n) 200 fans

z) 2000 fans

(2) who is known as 
„jeSuS” in year 2? 

a) mārtiņš zvejnieks

z) vadims pikarevskis

o) vladimirs zlotnikovs

(3) which of the following lecturerS doeS not SPeak latvian at all?
u) morten hansen
r) tālis putniņš
i) håkan lyckeBorg

(4) they say that „pause . 

movie time .” will get new 

SPonSorS wHo will Provide… 

h) free coke 
r) free popcorn

a) free sex

(5) have 
you 

considered 

taking Sat teSt? tHen you 

muSt learn wHat „enamor” 

meanS!
k) to awaitz) to raise or lift without 

effort
a) to inspire with ardent love 

o) to adapt

(6) which of the following lecturers 

HaS lately been uSing tHe moSt Swear 

wordS during HiS lectureS?

t) morten hansen

w) vyacheslav domBrovsky

m) arnis sauka

(7) at newcomers camp, the 
winning team traditionally 
received vodka. wHicH 
brand?

m) finlandia

z) smirnoff

d) trīs graudu

(8) why was the event named 
“dayS of oPPortunitieS” inStead of 
“a day of oPPortunitieS”?

l) the name was copied from a 
Similar event

e) the event is one week long

f ) the doo were initially two 
dayS long 

(9) another great word for 
tHoSe witH SuPerior engliSH 
SkillS. wHat doeS „gyrate” 
mean? 

q) to produce By sexual 
generation

s) to revolve 

n) to indulge in profane 
oatHS

(10) which of the 
following femaleS HaS 
been tHe Sa PreSident?

z) egle eidukevičiūte 

d) zinta Brūna

t) julija dzigulska
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